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When tragedy strikes, we sometimes assume that God is
______ at those people and He is punishing them for something they
had done. In Luke 13, Jesus describes 2 tragedies that took place in
______. Jesus told these stories to remind us that, since none of us
know when we will ___, we must all make sure we are right with God.
In Luke 13:6-9 Jesus gives us "the parable of the _______ fig
tree.” This parable describes what happens to the person who knows
God’s ________ for their life but refuses to obey it. The owner of the
vineyard represents ____ . The gardener represents _______. The fig
tree represents ____.
There are 5 lessons about fruit bearing we learn from this
"barren fig tree."
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A. It Was ________ a Special Place.
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Planting Given Privileges
Will Groomed Problems
Israel God Punishment Useless
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